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INTRODUCTION 

In our opinion, current cryptocurrency market trends reflect the rise of a brand new 

alternative class of assets.

Whereas previously crypto assets attracted only “digital-savvy” professionals and “crypto-

anarchists” in the event of a trend, now even risk-averse investors consider them as a 

potential investment opportunity.

And it is little wonder given that global stock markets have high multiples and the zero rate 

policy maintained by global central banks led to extremely low returns on investments on 

bond markets.

There is clearly a demand for an alternative class of assets that can offer investors returns 

above the traditional “average” in the longer term.
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GLOSSARY  
Account means a user account created on the website containing personal details of the 

user, including login and password that identify such user.

Volatility means a degree of the cryptocurrency exchange fluctuations. On the exchange 

rate charts are spikes and valleys which show the difference between upper and low price 

limits in the cryptocurrency volatility.

Hot Wallet means a program used to store cryptocurrency addresses designed for active 

exchange of cryptocurrency. Hot wallets require a fixed Internet connection to update 

network data, and it is for this reason that it may not be regarded as a secure coin storage 

method.

Investor's Fixed Loss means an amount that the Investor has lost as they withdrew 

investments from the fund in the event of negative returns.

Investments means an amount the Investor has invested in the fund after entry fees were 

written off.

Capitalization means the market value of assets in circulation. Capitalization is based on the 

number of all available stocks (cryptocurrencies, in this case) multiplied by the stock value. 

Unlike traditional assets, capitalization of cryptocurrencies (both general capitalization and 

capitalization of each coin taken separately) is constantly changing dependent on the 

exchange rate and number of mined coins.

Crypto exchange means an online cryptocurrency trading platform.

Liquidity means the ability of assets to be sold quickly at a close to market price. Liquidity 

can be high and low. High asset liquidity suggests a high speed of its sale at the market price, 

while low asset liquidity forces an owner either to sell the asset over a long period of time or 

cut the price.

Non-residents of the Russian Federation means individuals having permanent residence 

outside the Russian Federation and legal entities incorporated in accordance with the laws of 

foreign jurisdictions and having a principal place of business outside the Russian Federation.

Investor Returns means an amount of the Investor funds exceeding the volume of invested 

funds. A Success Fee is written off from the Investor returns on the first day of each month.
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Residents of the Russian Federation means individuals having permanent residence in 

the Russian Federation and legal entities incorporated in accordance with the laws of the 

Russian Federation and having a principal place of business in the Russian Federation.

Risk Management means a process of making and carrying out managerial decisions 

intended to reduce the likelihood of adverse effects and minimize possible losses caused by 

project implementation.

Cold Wallet means a program not connected to the Internet used to store cryptocurrency 

addresses. Consequently, it is practically impossible to hack it. It is used solely for reliable 

storage of and control of access to funds.

Sixth Technological Paradigm means the latest, most advanced set of interrelated 

innovations, sharing the technological sophistication and developing simultaneously. Its 

primary industries are nano- and biotechnologies, nanoenergetics, molecular, cell and nuclear 

technologies, nanobiotechnologies, etc. In mature economies, the period of its pervasiveness 

is expected to begin in 2018.
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ABOUT THE FUND 

Strategy  

Team
 

 

Kernite Capital is a cryptocurrency fund

established in early 2017.

 

  

 

 

The Fund is intended to create convenient, safe, and scalable strategies with a high

return and easy entry on the cryptocurrency market.

The Fund has two aggressive portfolio strategies – Rabbit Creek and Blue Chips. There is also 

Strategy RQ, a conservative strategy with risk hedging yet high returns inherent to the 

cryptocurrency market.

The Kernite Capital team is committed to the concept of teal organizations and takes active part in 

shaping an emerging industry and a new class of assets, by promoting blockchain and creating 

financial value for its partners.

The Fund's business strategy is based on openness to new ideas and a proactive, team-based 

approach to management.

Today, Kernite Capital is a team of more than 50 professionals, including mathematicians, analysts, 

and risk managers. Together, they consistently invest funds made available by over 300 investors.

Mathematicians can be credited with the development of unique algorithms for building 

investment portfolios and special rebalancing techniques. Risk managers have created a sound 

mechanism for safe storage of investor funds for Kernite Capital.

 

The analytics department is making predictive and correlation models based on the interrelation 

between media analytics and big data, media monitoring, and automated discovery of emerging 

trends in the digital and expert event tracking in the blockchain industry.

The Fund also has a team of professional traders and investment analysts who maximize strategy 

returns and minimize risks.

The Kernite Capital management team seeks to ensure maximum transparency and openness. 

Investors and potential customers may ask the founders of the fund any questions they like.
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INVESTMENT STRATEGY  

 

  

Our investment strategy is based on the assumption that a portfolio approach to investments 

is more fitting and beneficial for long-term investments. This approach suggests that funds 

should be invested in a wider band basket of major cryptocurrencies on the basis of their U.S. 

dollar capitalization and liquidity. According to current market data, the top 5 

cryptocurrencies make up 73.1% and the top 20 currencies make up 88% of the total U.S. 

dollar market capitalization. In these conditions, creating a “beta product” is apparently the 

most efficient way to invest in this class of assets (both from the viewpoint of risks and costs). 

Therefore, the company's main product is strategies of diversified portfolios consisting of 

major cryptocurrencies.
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

Expertness  

Team  

Security  

We believe that our future lies with self-regulatory information communities and blockchain 

with its ability to bring together people, improve interaction based on trust, and transparency 

of transactions is a straight road to the next, sixth technological paradigm. We are committed 

to the concept of teal organizations and want to take active part in shaping an emerging 

industry and a new class of assets by promoting blockchain and creating financial value for 

our partners. The Fund's business strategy is based on openness to new ideas and a 

proactive, team-based approach to management.

The underlying principles of our investment philosophy are as follows:

We capitalize on the best experience of classic and cryptocurrency investment funds and 

continue to develop and test our trade strategies on a day-to-day basis. We invest our time 

and resources in proprietary solutions ranging from IT to media analytics – automated 

trading systems, predictive and correlation models (interrelation between media analytics, big 

data (capitalization, volatility, search queries in Google, Baidu, and others), and token 

behavior on the exchange), classic and digital media monitoring, and automated discovery of 

emerging trends in the digital and expert event tracking in the blockchain industry.

We believe that a strong team is the basis for any successful project. At the Fund, we have put 

together a team of top-quality professionals – stock experts, financial analysts, developers, 

media analysts, and IR managers. The team is committed to success of the Fund and invests 

their own money in the Fund. The strategic management of Kernite.Capital is the domain of 

internationally recognized managers with more than 20 years of experience in classic 

investments.

The partners of the Fund have a vast experience in macroeconomic analysis and investments 

in the foreign exchange and derivatives markets. In addition, they developed trading 

algorithms for optimization and automation of trading algorithms.

Our understanding is that security is one of key factors for us and our investors. There are 

many different things happening all around in the making and rapid development
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of the blockchain industry – crypto exchanges are closed; Ponzi schemes are uncovered; 

wallets are hacked, and regulatory decisions are reversed. Our main task is to ensure the 

lowest possible risk of loss of Investor funds that could be caused by hostile actions. With this 

in mind, the Fund uses cold and hot wallets for investment strategy management, providing 

adequate data storage security and access control (safety deposit boxes).

We have built a multi-level security system to protect investor funds. Investor funds are 

deposited and withdrawn via a special gate wallet. This excludes a direct contact between 

deposits and withdrawals of funds and primary wallets of the Fund used to store investor 

funds.

All the funds are transferred from a transit account to primary accounts of the Fund by an 

automated system, requiring three independent administrators to confirm any transactions.

Every administrator checks if the transfer destination address is whitelisted. The whitelist is 

changed only by consensus of general partners of the Fund. Concurrently, all changes on the 

whitelist are formally protected and their operating necessity is justified for the Fund's 

business (going public on new exchanges and cold and hot wallets in order to further 

minimize risks and maximize liquidity).

The next level of protection ensures that the main assets of the Fund are safe. The Fund uses 

three exchanges, five hot wallets, and two cold wallets to store investor assets.

Exchanges and wallets enjoy the best reputation among their categories and selected to 

minimize the risk of loss in each of them. Hence, the risk of loss in more than one wallet is 

minimal.

One wallet may not store more than 15% of the total funds of the company.

All the funds are transferred between wallets for storage and portfolio rebalancing by an 

automated system, requiring three independent administrators to confirm any transactions.
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SECURITY  
 

  RISKS:

Theft of funds
by traders

Loss of fundsin the event
of cyber attacks on exchanges

 and wallets

Physical duress
to the fund owners

ADMINISTRATORS

3 administrators can only collectively confirm
a transfer inside a portfolio

Automatic request to confirm
any transfer of funds

INVESTOR FUNDS TRANSIT WALLET INVESTORS

Up to 3 BTC / day
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Service 

Reputation 

We see that a chance to get into and withdraw from crypto assets quickly and easily as well 

as confidence in partner integrity and investment safety is an important factor for the Investor 

amid uncertainty and contradictory oversupply in blockchain asset management. For that reason, 

convenience, simplicity, and transparency of transactions are key rules for the whole team

of the Fund.

We value the reputation of the Fund and understand that the entire class of blockchain assets is 

based on reputation and trust. Therefore, we are building relationships with partners and Investors 

on the principles of openness and trust, giving full attention to the quality of the service we offer 

and risk management. We ensure transparency of the Fund's transactions and are always ready

to show our inner workings in addition to standard accounts. Also, we are carefully tracking all 

emerging possibilities arising out of the industry regulation in different countries, and possibilities 
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Technical features of our investment philosophy

The investment “universe” is composed of all cryptocurrencies traded on major crypto

exchanges;

 

● Investment goals:  

 

Liquidity;

 

 

● Most important features for

a cryptocurrency to be included

in the portfolio investment strategy

of the Fund:
 

 

 

 

 

   

● 

  

● 

● 

● 

● 

  

Market capitalization;

Media trends, arising out

of the cryptocurrency growth,

favorable media coverage;

For portfolio investment strategies –

to monitor changes in the “average”

market capitalization of cryptocurrencies

as closely as possible.

Safe storage in cold and hot wallets.

The top-down market analysis

determines a strategic direction

for our portfolios, while the bottom-up

 analysis allows tapping into the potential

of a particular project and cryptocurrency;

The recommended investment horizon

is upwards of 1 year. It allows for making

a portfolio less dependent on the short-term

volatility and taking part in the development

and capitalization growth of blockchain projects

as much as possible;

The risk budgeting strengthens a positive

effect of diversification and improves

the long-term return-to-risk profile;

All investment decisions are based

on the fundamental quantitative and technical 

analysis conducted by analysts of the Company;

For the investors' convenience,

U.S. Dollar is taken as the base currency.

The results can be expressed in U.S.

Dollars only.
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OPERATING

PRINCIPLES 

 

 

 

Understanding the Investor's 

expectations and risk profile allows

us to offer different portfolios

and the best investment decision.

More risk-prone Investors may choose 

Rabbit Creek, a portfolio chiefly 

composed of high-yielding and high-

risk altcoins. Based on historical data, 

this portfolio provides the best returns 

among all index investment options in 

the crypto market.

Less risk-prone Investors may prefer 

Blue Chips, a portfolio, which assigns 

the largest cryptocurrencies by market 

cap, including Bitcoin, a leading part to 

asset allocation.

Creating a long-term positive return by 

using a well-diversified portfolio. The 

portfolio shares are distributed among 

certain cryptocurrencies and 

fundamentally appealing blockchain 

projects based on the liquidity ratio, 

calculations of which include trade 

turnover, and capitalization.

Such share distributions also take 

historical cryptocurrency volatilities into 

account. Building portfolios suggests 

using a custom system of media 

analytics, which allows highlighting 

primary significant trends for each 

cryptocurrency and establishing their 

relation to changes in the exchange 

rate. For that purpose, the media 

coverage is analyzed for any emerging 

trends and so is the number and quality 

of thematic search queries.

In the “index” Fund, the weight of a 

cryptocurrency is directly correlated to 

its liquidity ratio and inversely 

correlated to its volatility.

The portfolio is rebalanced on a regular 

basis to reflect the “average” crypto 

market dynamics as nearly as possible.
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LEGALIZATION  

We are carefully watching 

developments in the blockchain 

industry on the regulatory market of all 

countries, tracking new laws intended 

to regulate the cryptocurrency market, 

and responses to them all over the 

world.

We expect the most developed and 

emerging countries to adopt 

reasonable laws, providing for more 

transparency in blockchain assets, and 

Investors to have ever-higher protection 

and reliability for interaction. Our team 

is doing its best to keep pace with the 

regulatory framework.

The relationships between the Fund 

and the Investor are made fully legal on 

the basis of the public offer agreement 

and the White Paper, detailing all terms 

and conditions of the deal. You can 

read the public offer agreement after 

signing up on the website. Only 

individuals are eligible to enter into the 

agreement.

The Investor is advised to read the Risk 

Statement whenever he or she is willing 

to invest in the Kernite.Сapital 

strategies. You can read the Risk 

Statement after  on the signing up

website.

https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
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Website 

Sign Up  

User verification

 

Adding funds to Kernite.Сapital portfolios  

On the Kernite.Сapital website, 

Investors will find My Account. New 

Investors can invest funds, check their 

balance, withdraw funds via My 

Account after they sign up on the 

Kernite.Сapital website.

My Account is available to any user 

who has completed the sign up 

process. As you sign up, please provide 

accurate personal data because it will 

allow you full access to your funds 

when unauthorized account access is 

attempted.

You must provide your telephone 

number and e-mail to complete the 

sign up on the website.

In order to stay safe on the website and 

minimize risks, you should complete all 

details in your profile, enable 2FA 

protection, and complete e-mail and 

telephone number verification.

In order to invest in Kernite.Capital 

portfolios, you should create a BTC 

wallet in Wallets and deposit your 

funds. In order to deposit funds from 

fiat currencies (Russian rubles, U.S. 

dollars and other currencies), we 

recommend that you use the following 

services – LocalBitcoins and 

BestChange. These are third-party 

services and Kernite Сapital is not 

responsible for their actions.

If you are looking for help with 

depositing funds from cash, please 

contact our Support Team. In Moscow, 

you are allowed to deposit up to 

$20,000 from cash.

Once you deposit funds to your BTC 

wallet, you can invest in Kernite.Capital 

strategies. To invest funds, go to 

Investments tab and choose a strategy 

of interest. Then press Invest and follow 

the instructions.

Accounts are updated every day by 

12:00 Moscow Time, or 18:00 Moscow 

Time on weekends and public holidays. 

Accounts can be updated several times

SIGN UP AND INVESTMENTS

IN TRADE STRATEGIES
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Withdrawal  

Time required for depositing/withdrawing

funds and charging a Kernite Сapital

referral fee

throughout the day but no less than 

once a day.

Upon deposit, a new Investor will 

receive the first accounts on My 

Account by 18:00 Moscow Time of the 

next working day.

Every week, the Investor receives a 

report, containing important 

information about the cryptocurrency 

market.

In order to withdraw funds, you should 

send a request on the Investments tab 

to withdraw funds from your portfolio.

Once a withdrawal request is sent, the 

request amount is fixed in U.S. dollars at 

the current BTC exchange rate set by 

Bittrex.

The fixed BTC amount will be credited 

to your wallet in Wallets within 24 hours 

of your withdrawal request.

In order to withdraw funds into fiat 

currencies, please contact our Support 

Team. 

In Moscow, you are allowed to 

withdraw up to $20,000 into cash.

The amount of invested funds is fixed in 

U.S. dollars at the BTC exchange rate 

set by Bittrex at 12:00 Moscow Time of 

the next working day upon deposit.

Upon deposit, a referral entry fee is 

charged before 18:00 Moscow Time of 

the next working day.

A referral success fee is charged before 

18:00 Moscow Time of the next working 

day after the Fund writes off its own 

success fee (the first day of each 

month).

It takes a maximum of 24 hours to 

withdraw BTC after the receipt of such 

withdrawal requests.

In Moscow, it takes a maximum 72 

hours to withdraw USD after the receipt 

of such withdrawal requests. 
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Investor funds  

INVESTMENTS   

INVESTOR RETURNS  

INVESTOR'S FIXED LOSS  

 

Withdrawal  

Structure of the Investor accounts  

The Investor accounts are available on My Account on the Fund's website.  

BALANCE AS OF (TODAY)

 

INVESTOR ACCOUNT

FINANCIALS

AND REPORTING

An amount the Investor has invested in the fund after entry fees were written off.

An amount of the Investor funds exceeding the volume of invested funds. A Success

Fee is written off from the Investor returns on the first day of each month.

An amount that the Investor has lost as they withdrew investments from the fund

in the event of negative returns.

The Investor can send a request to withdraw funds. Such request is processed within

24 hours of its receipt.

Whenever the funds are withdrawn, returns are withdrawn first.If the amount to be withdrawn

exceeds the Investor returns, the remaining amount is withheld from the volume

 of their investments.

Each time the Investor withdraws any amount of returns, the Fund withholds a success

fee from the full amount of returns.

In the case of a negative balance with respect to invested funds, the Investor fundis are withdrawn

pro rata the amount of their investments. It means that each time the funds are withdrawn,

the share of funds to be withdrawn is calculated subject  to the current account balance

of the Investor and the amount of investments  is reduced by such share.

It reflects the amount of Investor

funds as of today.

For the Investor's convenience, the balance

is displayed less the Fund's fee.
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AMOUNT OF INVESTMENTS 

INVESTOR RETURNS AS OF (TODAY)  

INVESTOR RETURNS, %

CHART  

HISTORY OF ACCOUNT ACTIVITY It reflects the difference between the 

balance as of today and the amount of 

investments made since day one. For the 

Investor's convenience, the balance is 

displayed less the Fund's fee.

It reflects the amount of funds invested 

over the entire duration. It includes all 

details indicating the amount of 

investments in the Fund made since day 

one and the amount of investments 

withdrawn from the Fund since day one.

It reflects the difference in percentage 

between the balance as of today and the 

amount of investments made since day 

one.

It reflects the behavior of Investor funds in 

the last 30 days.

This section shows the entire history of the 

Investor account activity.
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TRUST MANAGEMENT STRATEGY –

STRATEGY RQ   
 

 

●

This strategy is intended to minimize the investor's risks and keep high returns inherent

 to the cryptocurrency market.

The strategy is active trading

in the BTC/USD pair with 30 to 60 deals

made per year. Starting 2013, the strategy

test results varied from 90% to 250% per year

in returns. In 2017, its results totaled 253%.

From January to March 2018, RQ showed

a 24% yield, while its drawdown was under 11%.

● RQ can be used both in traditional

and cryptocurrency markets regardless

of the bull or bear trend domination.

The risk does not go beyond 6.5%

in short-time deals and 5% in long-term

deals thanks to strict Stop loss.
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НЕТ ПЕРЕВОДА

TRUST MANAGEMENT STRATEGY –

STRATEGY RQ MIX 

●

 This strategy is intended to minimize the investor's risks and keep high returns

inherent to the cryptocurrency market

Strategy RQ is a basic strategy employed on conventional markets, which has been

adapted to the fastest growing cryptocurrency market.

●  It is all about active trading in the BTC/USD pair. 

● There are 30 to 60 transactions per year depending on the overall market dynamics.

In this strategy, the transaction exposure does not exceed 6.5% thanks to the rigid

Stop Loss mechanics.

● The RQ portfolio shows a steady growth regardless of the market behavior and dominating coins.
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1. Mass and social media analysis 

2. Big financial data analysis

3. Technical analysis

 

PORTFOLIO STRATEGY

DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

When the Fund builds portfolios, it uses a custom system of media analytics which allows 

monitoring mentions of a specific cryptocurrency in the world's mass media and social media 

(SM) on a real-time basis and predicting its value based on the number of mentions and tone 

of such mentions. 

The average daily flow of analyzed reports exceeds 10 million.

By analyzing cryptocurrency mentions in mass media and social media, the Fund highlights 

primary significant trends for each cryptocurrency and establishes their relation to changes in 

the exchange rate. Such relation is taken into account as one of the factors employed by the 

multifactor model to build a portfolio.

The Kernite Сapital software automatically collects and processes the whole array of data by 

financial characteristics of cryptocurrencies from the TOP 1000 as reported by 

coinmarketcap.com.

The historical array of data dating back to early 2015 is used for further analysis and discovery 

of coins, the growth of which is most likely. All collected data is used in the multifactor model, 

which determines the presence and share of a currency in a portfolio.

The strategies, which are used to build portfolios, are based on the technical analysis of 

indices, such as price, volatility, capitalization, and traded value. The technical analysis is 

intended to select liquid coins with an acceptable volatility of the dollar price. Any restrictions 

of these indices set in the strategy formation algorithm determine the presence and share of 

altcoins in portfolios. The Investor may choose a portfolio based on the size, preferable risk, 

and returns.
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Designing is intended
 

Portfolio dynamics  

Liquidity  

Mass and social media analysis

Special aspects

Cryptocurrency filtering

and rebalancing

 

(if required)  

DESIGNING PORTFOLIO STRATEGIES

To provide Investors with a quasi-index 

portfolio of cryptocurrencies.

We expect the portfolio dynamics

to be as close to the average ryptocurrency 

market capitalization as possible.

This is a key asset requirement, as the 

portfolio manager should be able to 

rebalance portfolios fast and without 

excessive transaction costs.

By analyzing cryptocurrency mentions in 

mass media and social media, the Fund 

highlights primary significant trends for each 

cryptocurrency and establishes their relation 

to changes in the exchange rate. 

Such relation is taken into account as one 

of the factors employed by the multifactor 

model to build a portfolio.

Such strategies are not intended for active 

trade. They are targeted at Investors with a 

long-term plan, considering the crypto 

asset market as an essential part of their 

wider diversified portfolio together with 

traditional classes of assets (shares, bonds, 

raw materials, funds, etc.)

All cryptocurrencies are filtered and 

rebalanced by the Investment Committee 

at least once a month according to the 

investment portfolio strategy.

We offer our Investors two potential portfolios for investments. The mix of each portfolio is 

determined according to predefined rules and depends on different factors. The Fund builds 

portfolios and rebalances them on Bittrex.com and Binance.com corporate accounts. For more 

details on the strategy of each portfolio, see below.
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● 

●

 
●

 

●

 

 

Blue Chips 
 

 

 

This strategy will allow the Investor to gain a basic access to the index of major 

cryptocurrencies. The portfolio is made up of the top 30 cryptocurrencies by market cap in 

U.S. dollars as reported by Сoinmarketcap.

With funds allocated in different coins, such a portfolio will provide higher returns in the 

case of the major cryptocurrency drawdown than funds held in Bitcoin alone.

The portfolio includes coins based on their traded value in U.S. dollars, market 

capitalization in U.S. dollars and USD price volatility (in the last 30 days), and significant 

media analytics trends, which might affect their exchange rate.

As the team builds a portfolio, they use a customized system, which highlights primary 

significant trends for each cryptocurrency and establishes their relation. The purpose of 

which is so that the media coverage is analyzed for any emerging trends and as is the 

number and quality of thematic search queries. The more positive mentions the coin has, 

the more likely such a coin is included in a portfolio.

The weight of each coin in this portfolio is defined by the proprietary algorithm based on 

the following important indices:

Average daily traded value of a cryptocurrency in U.S. dollars in the last 30 days

Market capitalization of a cryptocurrency in U.S. dollars

Market capitalization of the entire cryptocurrency market in U.S. dollars

at the time the portfolio is rebalanced

Average daily cryptocurrency price volatility in U.S. dollars in the last 30 days
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Portfolio investment strategies and Bitcoin price behavior compared   

— Bitcoin    — Blue Chips Strategy   

 

 

 

Financial results (returns / maximum drawdown)   

 2015 2016 2017 2018 (по 01.02) 

 
Blue Chips 

20,2% /  

41% 

107,7% / 

27,2% 

3042% / 

39,7% 

2636% / 

39,7% 

Bitcoin 36,6% / 

37,9% 

124,1% / 

27,5% 

1176,39% / 

34,7% 

1063% / 

34,7% 
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Rabbit Creek 
 

● 

●

 
●

 

●

 

The strategy is intended to provide higher returns than funds held in Bitcoin alone. In this 

case, however, the funds are allocated based on a wider variety of cryptocurrencies – Top 

100 by market cap in U.S. dollars as reported by Coinmarketcap.

Including many different coins in a portfolio allows us to considerable increase returns 

during the upward market trend as many altcoins are often gaining value faster than 

Bitcoin. However, there are also higher risks during the drawdown.

When the Fund builds a portfolio, our team carries out a very thorough media research. 

For each coin, the Fund analyzes the media coverage, highlights significant trends, and 

establishes their relation to the cryptocurrency exchange rate.

The weight of each coin in this portfolio is defined by the proprietary algorithm based on 

the following important indices:

Average daily traded value of a cryptocurrency in U.S. dollars in the last 30 days

Market capitalization of a cryptocurrency in U.S. dollars

Market capitalization of the entire cryptocurrency market in U.S. dollars

at the time the portfolio is rebalanced

Average daily cryptocurrency price volatility in U.S. dollars in the last 30 days
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Portfolio investment strategies and Bitcoin price behavior compared

— Bitcoin    — Rabbit Creek 

 

 

 

   

 2015 2016 2017 2018 (по 01.02) 

 
Rabbit Creek 

20,8% / 

47,4% 

261,3% / 

30,6% 

9177% / 

46,8% 

2637% / 

46,8% 

Bitcoin 36,6% / 

37,9% 

124,1% / 

27,5% 

1176,39% / 

34,7% 

1063% / 

34,7% 

Financial results (returns / maximum drawdown)
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INVESTMENT PROCESS

Stages of the investment process:  

1. Quantitative screening  

●

 

Price momentum (strength of movement)

 
● Mentions in search engines 

● Media coverage analysis  

● Discovery of media analytics trends 

● Market capitalization 

● Traded value  

● Volatility  

 

2. Security matters  

● Avoiding hypes and pumps to get a more stable return-to-risk profile

 ● Risk budgeting  

● Operational risks:  

● Decentralized trade  

● Cryptocurrency storage safety  

● Internal trading limits  

● Openness and communications 

3. Portfolio designing process  

● Restrictions according to cryptocurrency weight (min. 1%, max. 25% other than ВТС) 

● Use of the golden mean principle – not too little to cut transactions costs

and not too much to reduce a concentration risk

● Restrictions according to the number of positions, which retain portfolio manageability
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4. Monitoring of results  

● Alignment with the Investor's goals

● Risk budget alignment

● The contribution of tools to the overall portfolio result

● Algorithm stability  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVESTMENTS IN PORTFOLIO STRATEGIES 

 

To invest a small part of your capital  

To invest funds for more than 12 months

To invest funds during the market drawdown.

RISKS  
The risk is an integral part of any investment management and cannot be eliminated entirely.

As far as crypto investments go, we pay special attention to the following types of risks:

 Political (compliance) risk  

 Risk of a lack of understanding of the cryptocurrency essence and related technology 

 Wallet and exchange security (cyber attack) risk  

 Operational risk  

 Market risk (risk of loss)  

Before making investments in the cryptocurrency portfolio, the Investor must read

the Risk Statement and make sure that he or she fully understands the presence

of these risks and assumes them.

  

● 

● 

●
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ECONOMIC MODEL

Entry fee   Success fee  

The Fund charges 5% from the entry to 

reward its managers and support team.

The entry fee is written off only once. The 

referral bonuses are credited on the same 

day.

For the Investor's convenience, the Statistics 

on My Account shows the Investor's amount 

less the fee.

The Fund accepts ВТС only. However, we can 

help you convert USD, EUR, RUB into BTC by 

recommending our partners.

The Fund receives 20% of the first 100% per 

annum of the account increase. If 100% per 

annum is exceeded, the Fund is entitled to 

30% of the increase.

The fee is written off once a month on the 

first day of each month.

The base currency for portfolio investment 

strategy calculations is U.S. Dollar.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Sample fee calculations  

 

 

 

 

 

Upon payment of the Fund's fee, the Investor returns will be $7,647 or 115% per annum.

The Investor transfers 7.5 BTC to Kernite.Сapital to invest in the portfolio investment strategy.

The exchange rate as at 12:00 Moscow Time of the next working day upon deposit is $11,200 per 

1 BTC.

7.125 BTC (0.375 BTC will be a 5% entry fee) is credited to the Investor's account.

The opening balance is then fixed in the base currency (USD) at the current exchange rate.

$79,800 (7.125 BTC × $11,200) will be the starting point for further business with the Investor.

The opening balance is then fixed in the base currency (USD) at the current exchange rate.

$79,800 (7.125 BTC × $11,200) will be the starting point for further business with the Investor.

On the first day of the month following the reporting month, the Investor's account balance is 

$89,775.

In said period, the Investor's account returns totaled $9,975.

That being the case, the Investor's account increase in the said period will be 12.5% ($89,775 / 

$79,800 − 100%).

Converting the increase percentage into the annual equivalent, we will have 150% per annum 

(12.5% × 12 months / 1 month)

Investor returns:

 

           A part of returns taxed by a 20% fee:

           100% per annum, i.e. $6,650 (100% × $79,800 × 1 month / 12 months)

            A part of returns taxed by a 30% fee:

            All returns in excess of 100% per annum, i.e. $3,325 ($9,975 – $6,650)

The Fund's fee is 20% of all returns under 100% per annum and 30% of all returns in excess of 

100% per annum.

Consequently, the Fund's fee will total $2,328 (20% × $6,650) + (30% × $3,325).

31
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PARTNER PROGRAM  

Referrer fee   

Reward sample  

 
You can share a referral link by copying it on .My Account

. 

Our portfolio investment strategies help Investors make much more than market-driven returns. 

You can share a referral link and earn on your referrals.

You profit off of any fee that your referral pays:

20% of the Entry Fee and 20% of the Success Fee.

If you are an opinion leader, a blogger or a professional engaged in the business of advertising 

and traffic attraction, write us at  we will offer you special referral terms and info@kernite.capital,

conditions.

For example, you have attracted an Investor, who will invest $30,000.

The Investor pays the Entry Fee

5% of $30,000 = $1,500

A part of such amount is paid to someone who invited the Investor:

20% × $1,500 = $30 – paid to the referrer.

The number of investments in the portfolio of the attracted Investor will total:

Opening balance: $30,000 – $1,500 = $28,500

In a month, the attracted Investor will have: $28,500 + 55% = $44,175 (an increase of $15,675)

The Investor pays the Success Fee

$15,675 / 12 = $1,306

$1,306 × 20% + ($15,675 – $1,306) × 30% = $4,572

The referrer will have a reward from such amounts too:

20% × $4,572 = $914 – paid to the referrer.

https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
mailto:info@kernite.capital
mailto:info@kernite.capital
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TEAM OF THE FUND  

 We employ a team-based approach to management of the Fund's strategies.

 The Supervisory Board makes sure traders and portfolio managers meet their obligations.

 

Larionov, Evgeniy Olegovich  

GP, Co-Founder
Moscow

 

 

Education

 

 

Sayfutdinov, Eduard Albertovich  

Owner of Ex Libris Media Measurement Agency.

Founder of Transformator Business Accelerator.

Co-Founder of Experum Mentor Marketplace.

Board Member at AMEC, AKOS, Skolkovo Alumni.

Head of the Ethics Committee at SKOLKOVO Business School.

Founder of Derevyannaya Usadba Construction Company.

Founder of Surgut Business Accelerator.

Winner of the Federal Young Entrepreneur of Russia 2016 Award, 

Discovery of the Year.

Peoples' Friendship University of Russia (RUDN) – applied mathematics

Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO – Executive MBA

MIT Sloan School of Management – Entrepreneurship & Innovation

CEO, Co-Founder
Moscow

Tyumen State University – company economics and management

Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public 

Administration – management

Capital Financial Humanitarian Academy – law

Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public 

Administration – МВА

FaceBook

Instagram

FaceBook

Instagram

Education

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

https://www.facebook.com/evgeniy.larionov.5
https://www.instagram.com/evgeniy.exl/
https://www.facebook.com/Ed.Sayfutdinov
https://www.instagram.com/ed.sayfutdinov/
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INFORMATION SUPPORT
Caution - Please contact us via official channels of communications only. If you receive messages

from other channels, please write to Eduard Sayfutdinov about it on Telegram  @EduardSayfutdinov.

:

  

Kernite.Capital 

Telegram channel: @Kernitecapitalchannel  

Website: kernite.capital

E-mail: info@Kernit.Capital

Telegram support:  @KerniteCapital 

Telephone: +7 (495) 150-53-76 

Address: 

 

12, Presnenskaya Embankment, Moscow City,
 Federation Tower East, Moscow 

 

 

 

 

 

Public Offer Agreement Risk Statement  Referral Program  

are all available after signing up

 

 

https://t.me/EduardSayfutdinov
https://t.me/Kernitecapitalchannel
https://t.me/Kernitecapitalchannel
http://kernite.capital/
mailto:info@kernit.capital
mailto:info@kernit.capital
https://t.me/KerniteCapital
https://t.me/KerniteCapital
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
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